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The victim ofits own composition and ofmodem air

pollution, Europe's most radiant art is now threat-
ened ~'ith destruction. The efforts at preservation
depend on knowledge of the glass.

Light bas long served religion as a :symbol. It has
signified creation (" Let there be lighlt" was the first
command of the Creator) as weIl as salvation (John
the Evangelist saw the Heavenly Jerusalem illumi-
nated as if made " of jasper" and its walls " like clear

glass") The earthly reflections of such visions,
achieved throughout the Middle Ages by means of
light, were the period' s most brilliant works of art: the
stained glass windows of Romanesque and Gothic
chapels, churches, minsters and cathedrals. For al-
most a millennium, in the case of the earliest stained-
glass windows, the glass escaped major damage.
Even the catastrophe ofWorld War II inflicted harm
that was within bearable limits. In fact, stained glass
aIl over Europe was removed to safety. Today, how-
ever, ilS total destruction is threatened, Dot by war but
by air pollution. If stained glass windows are kept in
their present state of preservation, their total min cao
be predicted within our generation.

A few ex amples will illustrate the threat. The
stained -glass windows of Cologne Cathedral, in the
immediate vicinity of the city' s main railway station,
have been unusually vulnerable. They were endan-
gered by exteriorweathering and air pollution as early
as the mid 19th century .Seen from outside the build-
ing, the windows Dow look like she,ets of chalky
pl aster. Continuous etching by air pollutants has
corroded the exterior surface of the glass, reducing its
thickness year by year and giving the decomposed
surface a so-called weathering cmst. The process of
destruction starts anew as each raiD washes the cmst
away. Meanwhile the colored glass itself breaks into
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tiny particles. The particles fall out of each panel: thus
the window disintegrates.

ln England stained-glass windows are exposed to
heavy smog. Canterbury Cathedral displays the re-
sults. The cathedral includes the Trinity chapel and its
ambulatory , or processional aisle, which incorporates
the chapel called the Corona, constructed between
1174 and 1220. ln both chapels some of the stained
glass has been attacked. Pits have formed, which have
now perforated the panels, leaving them quite porous,
so that acid raiD cao reach the ioDer surface of the
glass and eat into the paintwork there.

France is the classic repository of stained glass. A
single cathedral, the one in Chartres, is decorated with
more than 2,000 square meters of stained glass from
the 12th and 13th centuries, the period when the art
reached its peak in France. As recently as 20 years ago
one could marvel at the glass, and in particular at the
richness achieved in the predominantly blue panes of
the Romanesque and early Gothic periods: the "blue
miracle" of Chartres. Today the contrast is shocking.
The blue has Dot lost all its intensity; indeed, the
chemical composition of the blue glass has made it
relatively resistant to weathering. (ln German speak-
ing countries the green glass has proved least suscep-
tible to weathering.) The panes of other colors, how-
ever, have corroded and tumed a mangy brown,
rendering the stained-glass images barely recognis-
able.

Medieval stained-glass windows are constructions
of extreme fragility. Each consists of numerous pieces
of colored glass of varying chemical composition
held together in a flrln but elastic network of cames,
or thin lead strips with grooves to hold the glass. The
cames follow the lines of the composition, producing
a unified, mosaic like image. ln most cases the glass
was colored with metal oxides, which were put into
the mo)ten mass at the time the glass was manufac-
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a mixture of one part sand and two parts ash from
beechwood or fem. The mixture had the advantàge of
being easy to melt. The glass, however, had the
disadvantage of being soft. a property that made it
susceptible to weathering. The process of decompo-
sition set in as soon as the glass was installed in the
form of window panels. Water arriving at the surface
of the panel as rain or dew would hydrate the glass
material. ln particular, hydrogen ions from the water
would take t}-ie place of a1ka1i ions in the glass: chiefly
potassiun and calcium ions. Hydroxyl (OH) ions
from the water would then attack the silica (SiÜ2) in
the glass, tuming it from a polymer into a silica gel:
an amorphous material consisting of short silica frag-
ments. Eventually, with the a1ka1is leached out, only
silica would remain. The silica layer can be particu-
larly damaging to the appearance of stained glass.
The layer can become iridescent, making the panels

increasingly opaque.
Since the early 19th century the extemal threatS

and the intemal ones have been augmented by the
hazards associated with industrialization. The chief
of these is sulfur dioxide, which is given off into the
atmosphere not only by manufacturing processes but
also by the buming of coal and oil. Sulfur dioxide
combines with humidity to create sulfuric acid. which
increases the availability of hydrogen ions. ln addi-
tion it makes sulfate groups available to react with
alkalis such as calcium. The resulting light. chalky
layers of sulfates form a weathering crust that can be
several millimeters thick. The crust is highly
hygroscopic: it absorbs water like a sponge. thus
accelerating the destruction of the glass Chemical
analyses prove that the destruction attributable to
sulfur dioxide goes back no more than 10 or 20 years.
The rapidity of the destruction can be documented by
comparing panels from the same window when some
are still in place and others have been transferred to a
museum.

The durability of a particular piece of medieval
glass depends on a combination of circumstances: the
chemical composition of the glass, the metal oxide
coloring agent employed, the temperature at which
the glass was made and the length of time it was
molten during the manufactUre. The temperature is
crucial. Studies have now established that the melting
point of medieval glass ranges from 300 to 900
degrees C. Glass from the Romanesque period
(roughly from 500 to 1150) has a fairly high melting
point; in glass from the Gothic period (roughly from
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tured. The exception was flasbed glass, in whicb a
thin film of color (usually red) was fused IDn td a clear
base glass. Detailed effects could then be acbieved by
grinding away parts of the colored film. ln the early
14th century silver stain was introduced. It cqnsisted
of silver nitrate bound in clay or ocber. The stain was
painted on to the outer surface of the glass; then the
glass was fired, that is, given its final b,eating. The
result was a color ranging from ligbt lemon yellow to
deep orange. Finally, in the middle of the 15th cen-
tury , sanguine was introduced. Sanguine is a pigment
containing iron sulfite. Applied to the outer suface of
the glass, it takes on a rose to red-brown tint on firing.

The decoration of the colored glass was achieved
primarily by means of paintwork known :as gljisaille,
applied to the surface of the glass. As a rule the
painting was executed in black or a dark neutral tone.
The paint itself was a mixture of copper oxide or iron
oxide (whicb lent the mixture a black, brown or grey-
green color), pulverized gl,ass (wbicb 3Illowed the
paint to fuse with the surface of the glass wben tbe
pane was tired) and a binding agent sucb as a mixture
of wine and gum arabic, from the acacia tree. The
paint was applied as opaque lines or as translucent
matts or wasbes. Dark sbading could be reinforced by
painting the outer as weIl as inner surface of the glass.
The washes could then be ligbtened with a needle or
a quill. Anyone admiring medieval stained glass at
close range for the first time cannot belp but be struck
by the precision of detail and the subtlety of the means
employed in works of art intended to be viewed from
a great distance. The final step in the preparation of
the pieces of glass was their firing at some 600
degrees Celsius, the temperature at wbicb the surface
of the glass would soften and the paint on it would
fuse.

From the moment tbey were in place the panels
were in danger. The imrnediate threats included not
only the effects of bail, windstorms and extreme
fluctuations of air temperature but also wanton de-
struction. sucb as tbe burling of stones by vandals. ln
the Middle Ages religious institutions routinely con-
tracted v.ith glaziers for tbe maintenance of their
glass. The caretaking consisted in cleaning (wasbing
with water, carbonate of soda and a sponge ), the
repair of cames and the replacement of sbattered

panels.
Apart From tbese external threats the glass itself

was susceptible to a process of decomposition. Medi-
eval glass was made from local raw materials, usually
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translucency that sections of clear glass were fitted
into their midst in order to lighten the interior of the
building. 111e Baroque and the Enlightenment, with
their lack of interest in medieval relics, only height-
ened the neglect. ("Because these painted windows
turn everything very dark, heavy and dull, they are
disposed of everywhere," a priest of Freiburg Cathe-
dral noted in 1787.).

In the early 19th century interest in stained glass
revived. Unfortunately a misguided ambition to SUf-
pass the old masters triggered a second wave of
destruction. Throughout Europe new generations of
glass painters occupied themselves with what they
considered "restoration." Damaged panes were re-
placed by new ones. Damaged grisaille was repainted
and refired. In many cases the original panels disap-
peared, doubtless hoarded by collectors. At the end of
the century practices changed. Enthusiasm waned
and money became scarce. Hence damaged originals
were no longer replaced by copies. lnstead original
panels were cut up and the pieces were inserted in
damaged panels as stopgaps.

1150to 1550) the meltingpointislower. (Glassmade
stilllater, in the Renaissance, has the highest melting
point.) In general, glass with a high meJting point is
the most resistant to weathering. The temperature
required to manufacture it tends to ensure that its
composition is homogeneous and gives it a well-
formed. fire-polished surface, which in tum denies
footholds to corrosion.

This is not to say that a high melting point is an
unmitigated advantage. The glass particles in the
paint employed for linework and halftones on the
surface of stained-glass panes melt at about 600
degrees C. If the melting point of the pane is substan-
tially greater, the fusion between the two is poor. The
result in the course of time is particuJarly obvious in
Renaissance glass. The glass itself is barely corroded,
whereas the paint on it is quite poorly preserved.
Undoubtedly medieval glass painters were aware of
the imperfect fusion between their paint and high-
melting-pointglass. Sometimes, how,ever, they seem
to have wished the problem away. ln Diversarium
artium schedula, a manuscript written between 1110
and Il-+0, the German monk Theophilus instructed
glassmakers removing glass from the firing kiln to
"see if you can scrape off the pigment with your
fingernail; if not, it is sufficient, but if you can, put it
back again."

Certain aspects of the medieval firing process are
of some importance for conservators attempting to
save the glass today. Pieces of glass ready for firing
were otten stacked in layers in the kiln; thus the paint
evaporating slightly from the surface of a piece in the
course of high-temperature firing produced a faint
metal1ic imprint on the piece stacked above or below .
The imprint was invisible at the time. Nevertheless, it
reduced the susceptibility to corrosioltl. The Corona-
tion of the Virgin, depicted in the Martyrs Window at
Freiburg Cathedral, fumishes an instance. Christ,
who is seated next to Mary, wears a crown, which
appears faintly, in an imprinted mirror image, on the
back of the Virgin's head. The imprinted area is
intact. uncorroded glass; the rest is covered by a
powdery weathering crust.

Although the danger confronting stained glass
today is acute, the problem of its deterioration has a
long hi story .At the time of the Reformation, which
rejected sacred omamentation, the art of stained glass
came to a standstill. Some stained-glass panels sim-
ply fell into ruin. (As early as 1639 one observer,
Adam Gering, was complaining about Freiburg ca-
thedral: "How terribly the precious windows are
already damaged!") Some panels lost so rouch oftheir
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1 Augsburg, Cathedral, Prophet Hoseas, half-cleaned
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2,3 Damage to stained gla.tsfrom the Middle Ages takes differentfonns depending on the composition ofthe glass and
the conditions to which it has been exposed. The panel on the left, depicting Adam, is from the great west window of
Canterbury' Cathedral, fo which it was made in about A. D. 1180. Smog and the pennanent high humidity have pitted
the glass, which in places i perforated like a sie\'e. The damage is plain on the flesh-tone glass representing Adam 's head
and body. The panel on the right, depicting three warriors, is from the Church of St. Patrokoli in Soest, Gennany,. it was
made before 1166. Over th centuries the surface ofthe glass has been oxidized. The places \vith painted linework and
halftone ~'ere protected fo a while. When the paint fell away, however, a negative image remained. The damage is
particularl.\' evident on the aces. The green colored panes have resisted damage the best.

with sulfur. The damage to the glass was apparent I y
not minor. At the end of the I5th century the CounciI
of Nuremberg appointed the famous workshop of
Veit Hirsvogel the EIder as the officiaI glazier of the
city. Four centuries later the windows of the church
were subjected to "restoration". Between 1829 and
1840 the glass painter Johann Jakob Kellner and his
four sons removed damaged panes from five choir
windows and replaced them with copies or with
entirely new creations. The original glass was re-
duced by 40 percent. The whereabouts of the origi-
nais are largely unknown today. Some pieces emerged
on the art market and others in the German National
Museum in Nuremberg. Examination of the few
available specimens shows that they were not dam-
aged sufficiently to have warranted their removal.

Theearly 20th century broughtanumberof experi-
mental treatments of stai ed-glass panels. ln the first
decade of the century , fo example, two panels from
the Church of St. Sebald s in Nuremberg were thinly
coated with a low-meltin -point overglazing (in par-
ticular an enamel) and relired, in order to reattach the
grisaille. The damage in~icted by this process was
severe. Ne\'ertheless, th~ treatment was applied to
more than 200 stained-g$ass windows unti11939.

How, then, can medie al stained glass be restored
and preser\'ed? The ex pIe of the Church of St.
Lorenz in ~uremberg demonstrates that in each indi-
vidual case restoration ~oses particular problems.
There the corrosion Ca$ ed by air pollution was

already under way in late edieval times: adjacent to

the church the burghers f Nuremberg treated hops
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Twentieth-century pollution intensified the dete-
rioration of the St. Lorenz stajned glass. Joseph
Schmitt, a Nuremberg architect and the son of a glass
painter, began to examine methods of conservation.
In 1917, after many years of experimentation, test
panels were chosen from the Church of St. Sebaldus
in Nuremberg. The panels were disassembled; then
the pieces were coated with a vitreous dust, which, on
refiring, produced an overglazing. Two decades later
the Bavarian State Bureau for Conservation decided
to employ the method on a larger scale at the Church
of SL Lorenz. The outer surface of many types of
glass in the SL Lorenz panels was heavily corroded;
a thick weathering crust made the panels virtually
opaque. The grisajlle rested loo:sely on the inner
surface of the glass and fell off in flakes.

The conservators removed the crust by abrasion
and applied a low-melting-point overglazing enamel.
The Înner surface also was cleane,d and overglazed,
after the loosened grisaille had been carefully pressed
down with biot ting paper. Efforts began with the
Konhofer Window , a work dating to 1477 and created
in the workshop of Michael Wohlgemuth, the teacher
of Albrecht Dürer. It soon became apparent that the
low temperature chosen for the refiring fajled to
produce a satisfactory refusion of paint to glass. The
temperature was increased, where 'upon the grisaille
fused. In addition, however, a greemish discoloration
developed and the pajnt blurred. At the same time the
pieces of glass having a high content of iron and
manganese, among them the flesh-tone pieces, turned
dark brown. The treatment continued nonetheless,
until finally stopped by World War II.

The renewal of conservation efforts in 1968 in my
studio at the Institute for Stained Glass Research and
Restoration in Nuremberg revealed the true extent of
the damage. The refiring and subsequent cooling of
the St. Lorenz glass bad subjected it to thermal strain,
so that it was cracked and in places broken. For its part
the overglaze bad bubbled, and it was corroding faster
than the original glass. The overglaze could be re-
moved with a fiberglass brush, but the exposed paint
was unprotected once agajn.

During the 1950's the church itself was recon-
structed. In the course of the effort Richard Jakobi, the
former director of the Doerner Institute, undertook to
safeguard the church' s stained glass. In particular he
attempted to sandwich each piece of glass between
layers of glass, with a plastic foiJ separating the
original glass from its inner and OlJlter covers. The
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process had first been tried, with disappointing re-
sults, on a panel from Naumburg Cathedral in 1939.
Again the individual panes were removed from their
network of carnes. Splintered pieces in each pane
were glued along their edges and reassembled. (Most
of the panes were in splinters, each a few millimeters
long.) Then a clay-and-plaster mold was made of
each side of the pane. Two cover glass~s about .8
miIIimeter thick were cut to the size of the pane, then
placed in the molds and settled at a temperature of
between 700 and 800 degrees, so that they now had
the contours of the surfaces of the original. Finally the
original was sandwiched between its new cover
glasses. The glass layers were glued together, at a
temperature of about 200 degrees, with plexigum foil,
a soft acrylic.

The treatment secured the stained glass against air
pollution, humidity and even storms and hail. Yet the
approach has four serious disadvantages, which have
made it obsolete. First, the application of a cover glass
and a plastic foil to the inner surface of stained glass
produces a wet-glass effect: a tendency to reflect
light, which lessens the visibility of areas painted in
subtle halftones. Second, the making of a mold with-
out first reattaching the painted linework is unfortu-
nate: a substantial part of the loose paint inevitably is
lost. The subsequent lamination of the panel also
takes a toll on the paint. Third, the heating of the
sandwich to a temperature of 200 degrees may ulti-
mately damage the glass. It is possible, for example,
that intemal stress induced by the heating willlead to
disintegration. Finally, the use ofuntested new plastic
products in restoration projects is potentially danger-
ous. In the Church of St. Lorenz damage in fact has
occurred. Under the influence of the sun' s ultraviolet
radiation the plastic employed to join broken edges
has tumed dark brown.

In 1982 my colleagues and I undid the lamination.
Our primary task, during a quarter century of restora-
tion of the stained glass at the Church of St. Lorenz
under my direction, has been to use carefully aimed
prophylactic measures to create conditions approxi-
mating those of a museum.

The first stage in our work is the cleaning of the
glass. The purpose of the cleaning is not the improve-
ment of the translucency of the glass. It is the removal
of a dangerous source of corrosion, the weathering
crust, which at tracts moisture. ln addition the clean-
ing exposes what is left of the original paintwork, so
that its state of preservation can be accurately judged.
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Loose parts of the painted trace lines and halftones
are reattached to the glass; otherwise they would be
lost The reattachment is done with a nonyellowing
acrylic, a substance that can aIways be redissolved by
future conservators. The next stage is restpration.
Here no procedure is guaranteed, reliable andluniver-
saI; each specimen of stained glass requir,s indi-
Vid\1aI treatment.

Still, the glass can be protected by two measures.
The first is double glazing. A protective pane of glass,
not attached to the stained-glass panel, is installed.
Second, the temperature and humidity between the
stained glass and the protective panel can be control-
led, as they would be in a museum. The idea is to
superpose an air cushion between the atmosphere and
the exterior of the glass. After aIl, the chief faqtor that
triggers the corrosion of stained glass js hdmidity.
Without humidity even the highest concentr.tion of
sulfur dioxide would do no harm.

The oldest double glazing known was ins$lled in
England's York Minster in 1861. The intent was
simply to improve the bui1ding's insulation against
the cold. The serendipitous protection of stained-
glass windows against exposure to the weather was
noted with gratitude later. The protection, however,
was unaesthetic. It came in the form of large, greenish
sheets of machine-rolled, textured glass: placed be-
tween the stained glass and the sky, the new glass not
only interfered with the look of the building from
outside but aIso diminished the luminosity of the
stained glass viewed from within. Moreo\-1er, theI
sheets were firmly mortared into positi,Dn, and the
tension resulting from their expansion had br()ken alI
but one of them after some 45 years.

A second experiment with double glazing dame in
1897. Its subject was the Romanesque stained-glass
cycle in the small church of Lindenau, nov.l in the
German Democratic Republic. Two panels! of the
cycle have been in the collection of the German
National Museum for almost 80 years. Their state of
preservation resembles that of the glass still in place
in the church. The safeguarding afforded by double
glazing evidently corresponds to museum conditions.

Although double glazing protects the exterior of
the window. there remains a criticaI threat to the inner
surface of the glass, a threat that arises frl;>m the
heating of medievaI churches. As a rule the cHurches
were not designed to be heated: they have no insula-
tion in their floor, walls, ceilings and windows. The
beneficiaI result is that the relative humidity inside

the building has fluctuated little over the centuries.
The thick walls have served as a buffer, absorbing
moisture or releasing it. Heating, on the other hand,
produces a temperature difference between the inte-
rior and the exterior of the church, particularly when
the heat is turned. up quickly in preparation for a
service. The humidity in the air then condenses on
poorly insulated surfaces, notably the inside of the
windows. The humidity traps air pollutants, and so
the destruction begins. Grisaille and the glass itself
begin to decompose. The painted surface, which for
a time had protected the underlying glass, remains
discernible in the form of a negative image.

The type of deterioration that produces a negative
image is often accompanied by an entirely different
process of corrosion, one whose mechanism has
recently been clarified by investigations we have
carried out in collaboration with the German Museum
in Munich. The process affects chiefly glass that has
a large content of iron and manganese (glass, as it
happens, from the Romanesque and the early Gothic
period). First the uppermost, fire-polished layer of the
glass is furrowed by crizzling: a great number of
microscopic fissures, which allow oxygen, moisture
and acids to penetrate. The result (in contrast to the
more typical corrosion, which produces a weathering
crust) is the stripping of electrons from chemical
elements such as iron and manganese. The resulting
chemical products tend not to dissolve. Also, they are
dark brown. They actually cause stained glass to turn
black and opaque. To a degree the process can be
reversed (in places where there is no grisaille on the
glass) by the use of reducing agents to undo the
oxidation.

The ideal solution, impractical in most churches,
would be automatic, year-round climate control com-
bined with air purification. A less extreme solution is
the provision of a micro-climate around the church' s
stained glass, independent of the conditions else-
where in the building. Double glazing helps. The
protective glass, firmly sealed in the position of the
original stained-glass window, absorbs fluctuations
in external temperature and provides a cooling sur-
face. (At low exterior temperatures it collects mois-
ture on the inner side; at low interior temperatures the
moisture collects on the outer side.) The stained glass,
hung in the church next to the protective glass, is
exposed to the air in the building. It remains dry on
both si des.
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The body ofknowledge accumul;~ted so far will be
an aïd to future efforts. We ourselves, in collaboration
with the German Museum, have published a damage
atlas for the Federal Republic of Germany, encom-

passing stained glass from about 1520. As part of the
project we have chosen 30 locations, and in each one
we have recarded, over half a year , the local tempera-

ture, humidity and air pollution impinging on the

medieval staïned glass. The inteht is ta help save a

heritage whose loss could otherwise be predicted

within our generation

4,5
Lucky and Unlucky Panel were both made by Michael
Wohlgemuth, the teacher of Albrecht Dürer. The stained
glass at the top, which depicts Lorenz rucher, the donor,
is from the Church of St. Michael in Fürth; it was made in
1485. Exposure to weather did it no hann. ln 1815 it was
sold and became part of a private coUection. Finally, in
1968, the German National Museum in Nuremberg ac-
quired it the glass is wholly intact. The stained glass at the
bot tom, which depicts the emperor Heraclius entering
J erusalem, is from the Church of St. Lorenz in Nuremberg ;
itwas made in 1476-77. In the 19thcenturyitwas subjected
to efforts at restoralion lhal only damaged itfurther. Many
Parts ofthe panels are 19th-century copies ofthe original
pieces of glass. Moreover, the face of the emperor and the
face adjoining it have fractured into hundreds of splinters;
they are intact because the heads were laminated at the
back.
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Micrographs of stained glass show further details of
detoriation. Pitting (upper left) Pock!; the surface of glass
from Augsburg Cathedral. The enlargement is 25 diam-
eters. The bottom of a pit (upper right) shows the advance
ofthe decomposition under the influence of humidity. The
enlargement is 1, 000 diameters. The decomposition of the
surfaceofa panefromthe monasteryat Lorsch in Germany
(bot tom left) has exposed a scarred understatum of glass.
The enlargement is 10 diameters. Deep fissures (bot tom
right) havefonned in glassfrom the church at lAuterbach
in France. The smoothness at the upper right js the original
surface. preserved in that location. The enlar~ement is 600
diameter$.

* Scientific American, May 1985, p. 126-135
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St. AmDrose was depicted by Wohlgemuth in 1477 for the Church of St. Lorenz in Nuremberg. Since then the history of
the glass has been particularly unfortunate. In 1836 the glass painter and restorer Johann Jakob Kellner replaced the
banderole, or decorative scroll, that bears the name ofthe saint. A century later it became apparent that aIl the painted
linewort on the glass had jlaked o.n;. it had been undennined by corrosion. An effort to reattach the paint by refiring the
glass s~rved only to melt and blur the hatch lin es. In addition white glass took in a yellow-brown hue and glass usedfor
the roiJe of the saint, which had been blue, tumed black. The fine painted detail is now visible only as a negative image.
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